
 

COACHING 
Six years coaching experience from multiple Denver-based communications firms and 
over 120 hours of coaching training equips Megan to bring presenters closer to their 
message and their audience. Megan provides public speaking coaching and media 
training for business professionals and entrepreneurs alike. By applying production and 
performance standards to her coaching, Megan prepares presenters for the entire 
lifecycle of their presentation: 
BEGINNING: crafting audience centered content and mind/body/heart preparedness. 
DURING: maintaining ‘day-of’ stamina, control, relational awareness and presence. 
AFTER: soliciting feedback to learn from each event and keep the conversation going. 
Megan meets her clients where they are, ushering them through all modalities of 
communication- the visual, the audio, the kinesthetic and the digital. With spirited 
enthusiasm, humor and partnership, Megan coaches a wide array of clients - from 
corporate executives to independent artists and faith based groups. Megan sets clients 
at ease while holding them accountable to their desired objectives. 

PRODUCING 
As a freelance video and radio producer, Megan knows how to ‘bring it all together’ 
and she helps her clients do the same with their presentations, projects and events.  
With extensive storytelling experience from various public televisions stations, News 
Radio, and the premium Cable channel Starz, Megan loves producing anything from 
slideshow memento videos to live events. Her experience is backed with a BA in 
‘Communication Arts: Radio, TV and Film’ from the University of Wisconsin.  

ACTING 
Megan effectively balances the dual objective to inform and entertain. With over 20 
years professional acting experience, Megan appears in TV commercials, independent 
films, training videos and live theatrical productions. Whether utilizing her crisp 
spokesperson polish or letting her quirk and comedic wit loose on a script, Megan 
moves fluidly between mediums with natural delivery and ease. Knowing the nuances 
of effective delivery also allows Megan to direct and coach her speech and media 
training clients accordingly.
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